
“"I love MyCSW!!!  … This is a great 
tool for us! I can't believe how helpful 
this is! Thank you to whoever made 
this happen."

-- CSW Worker, County of Los 
Angeles, Department of Children 
and Family Services

www.sagatechnologies.com
800-519-8949



Today’s social worker wears many hats.  A guardian, an investigator, an 
enforcer, a problem solver, a rescuer, a counselor, a teacher, a friend.  
Although these roles span a wide spectrum, one thing they all share is that 
technology will never replace them.  Unlike many other professions, the 
human element will always be at the heart of this field.

But what if technology could enhance the human element? What if you 
could leverage technology to enable social workers to engage in more 
person-to-person interaction?

This is what MyCSW is all about.  Designed to organize and streamline the information-related activities central to 
case management, MyCSW drastically reduces the burden of “back office” tasks so that social work professionals 
can focus more on the human touch skills that make them so valuable in our communities.

Quick to implement and easy to learn and use, MyCSW is a web-based case management tool that can bring 
about lasting benefits for every social service organization, large or small:

•     Ability to handle more cases without increasing staff.
•     Higher job satisfaction – less time organizing, more time connecting.
•     Real-time, accurate case data via any Internet connection.
•     Easier, yet more secure access to critical information.
•     Improved communication and collaboration across offices.

Introduction

Why MyCSW?



Reports, visits, assessments, due dates, plans … the list of items that social 
workers need to keep organized is daunting.  And this is just for one child!  
Multiply that by a full caseload of children and managing the sea of 
notes, paperwork and appointments becomes a full-time endeavor in 
itself.  It was for this reason that MyCSW was first developed.  MyCSW 
organizes and keeps track of every piece of case-related information, 
customizes it for each case worker and presents it on a user-friendly, 
web-accessible workspace.

•   MyChildren: Lists all children under your care, along with 
demographic information and an appointment tool.

•   Interactive Map: Plots the location of your children, along with 
nearby resources.

•   Calendar: Icons and alerts keep you on top of all case-related 
appointments and due dates.

•   Case event modules: Remind you of upcoming due dates for 
different types of reports, milestones and appointments.

A Personalized Case Management Workspace

MyCSW Homepage

Access your MyCSW workspace from any Internet connection.  Once you log on with 
your secure username and password, everything you need to manage your cases is 
at your fingertips.  Modules are laid out in a user-friendly manner -- if you can surf the 
Web, you can use MyCSW.

Quick, Easy, Convenient.



Through the MyCSW homepage, you can access virtually any piece of information related to the cases that you 
handle.  From any module on the homepage, you can drill down from overview mode to specific data points with 
just a few clicks.

In overview mode, this module displays all your children’s names.  You can schedule your next visit directly from this 
page, or click on a name to open the detailed information page for that child.  This page contains vital information 
tabs that include the following:

•    Child Info: Demographic 
and contact info, school info and 
important events.

•    Referral History: Past 
referrals listed by referral number 
with dates, allegations and 
perpetrator info.

•    Case History: All past cases 
opened for the child, with case 
notes and contact information of 
the CSW who was in charge

•    Placement History: Dates, 
addresses and provider 
information pertaining to any of 
the child’s past placements.

MyCSW Modules – A Closer Look

MyChildren Module

•    Relative Addresses: 
Contact information for all 
known relatives. 



On the homepage, the MyCSW map gives you a bird’s eye view of your territory, complete with icons representing 
the location of your children, along with key resources and facilities.  Expanding this map module enables you to 
access other map features including:

•     Out-Of-Territory Children: Sometimes children are placed outside of the 
boundaries of the map.  This list indicates who they are and where they are located.
•     Icon Legend: Indicates what each icon represents.
•     Zoom Tool: Allows you to place the tool on any area or icon and 
magnify the view down to street level.
•     Pop-up Information Windows: Mousing-over any icon will open an 
information window with more details.

MyCSW Map

Helping you to keep track of all deadlines, due dates, events and appointments is 
the MyCSW calendar.  Directly linked to your department databases, the calendar 
automatically populates itself and reminds you of all case-related items by placing 
alert icons on their respective days.  Each item is represented by a specific icon, 
color coded to indicate upcoming, current or overdue status.  You can also add 
your own appointments and personal reminders.  This calendar can be viewed in a 
weekly or monthly format.  Mousing over any icon will open a pop-up window 
with details pertaining to that item.

MyCSW Calendar

Placed around the perimeter of the MyCSW page are 
event-specific modules that list the children for which 
these events are happening or due within the week.  
These modules are linked in real-time to department 
databases.  This way, you can quickly and accurately 
see what items you need to prepare, and for whom. 
These modules also allow you to scan backward or 
forward in one-week increments.

Case Event Category Modules

To facilitate communication and collaboration, MyCSW 
features an online discussion forum.  This forum allows all 
CSW workers and related management to post messages 
and discussion topics, ask questions to the group, 
contribute to ongoing discussions or read their colleagues’ 
posts.  Aside from gathering everyone into one room, the 
discussion forum is the best way to encourage interaction 
among social workers in the field.  Communication opens 
up opportunities to boost morale, solve problems, share 
best practices and stay up to date on news and 
announcements.

Discussion Forum



If you are interested in learning more about MyCSW and what it can do for 
your organization, please contact us today.  We will send you a temporary 
password that will enable you to try a demo version of this portal for a 
limited time.  With the temporary password, you will be able to access a 
“live” MyCSW portal to experience firsthand how easy yet functional it 
can be.

Because we can customize MyCSW to fit your specific case management 
needs, feel free to ask about custom functions and features if you don’t see 

them on the demo.  Every MyCSW system is custom integrated with your essential databases and we will train your 
key management personnel on its use and maintenance.

Pricing varies depending on the amount of customization, as well as the number of users in your organization.  
When inquiring about a quote, having the approximate number of users (case workers, managers and 
administrators) and cases will enable us to present a more accurate quote.
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Is MyCSW for you?
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